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To nearly all who are acquainted with the events of Polish musical life in the
twentieth-century, the word ‘Łagów’ is synonymous with a singular event,
the four-day conference of composers, musicologists, and cultural oﬃcials
held in the Łagów castle in early August 1949. As Włodzimierz Sokorski,
vice-minister of the host organization, the Ministry of Culture and Art, remarked in his opening speech, the meeting’s goals were two-fold: ﬁrst, to
„attempt to establish concepts and deﬁnitions concerning the entirety of
today’s musical issues and to attempt to use these deﬁnitions in practice,”
and second, to take the „ﬁrst steps in preparing the Festival of Polish Music,” which at that time was scheduled for the fall of 1950 but ultimately
was not held until 1951. He concluded the conference by applauding its
success:
The period of eclecticism in the views and compositions of our
composers is closed. [This meeting] allowed us to behold the path
leading to our goal. . . Emotionally everyone agrees with the desires
of our era.1

This conference has been cited numerous times as a turning point in
Polish musical composition, when the principles of socialist realism were
ﬁrst imposed by the government and composers were thereafter expected
1
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to produce compositions that reﬂected these tenets and rejected so-called
formalist traits. Although this interpretation is still invoked by some writers,2 in recent years others have begun to reﬁne this admittedly ﬂawed assessment. In acknowledging some of the subtleties of the proceedings, including the diversity of opinions presented, some scholars have reviewed
the reasons for labeling two compositions as formalist, but have not referred to the rationale behind a similar condemnation of two additional
works from among the more than twenty-ﬁve pieces presented during the
conference. They have also noted the failure to adopt a usable deﬁnition of
socialist realism in music, but have not directly linked that shortcoming to
the events of the next few years in Polish music.3
After reviewing the conference’s transcript, details contained therein
invite further reconsideration of the event’s signiﬁcance, particularly when
considered within the context of the ﬁrst decade of postwar Polish musical
life. Not only did the colloquium fail to meet its organizers’ goal of clarifying the creative path towards socialist realism in Polish music but composers, taking advantage of inconsistencies in the discussions and hence
aware of the chasm exposed between socialist realist philosophy and its
practical realization, managed to retain a sense of autonomy in their quest
to preserve compositional freedom during the ensuing years, years typically seen as unremittingly restrictive and depressing.
First, a bit of background. The concepts of formalism and realism in
Polish music did not emerge without warning in the late 1940s. As Lisa Vest
has discussed, in interwar Poland one of the primary controversies among
composers and critics concerned the question of what Polish music should
look like, or sound like in the future. Should it be related to past national
traditions, with composers connecting with audiences through the use of
folk materials and existing musical forms, or should they strive to become
a recognized part of the larger international community, participating in
2
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the development of new musical trends?4 Indeed, the titles of published
articles from that era reﬂect the issues of the day: ”Does music have a social
function”, ”The relation of composers to folk music”, ”Snobbism and progress in contemporary music”, ”Is there really a crisis in music?”5 These
very concerns were among those addressed by the same people in the postwar debates, which today are often viewed as arguments about realism and
formalism.
In the Soviet Union, of course, the terms formalism and realism had
been in use since at least the 1920s. In 1933, composers there were directed to draw their attention ”toward. . . all that is heroic, bright, and beautiful”.6 In 1936, Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk, previously praised
by critics, was denounced in an article published in Pravda. In December
1947, the Soviet Union’s Central Committee received recommendations
that composers be instructed to reject ”the pernicious ‘theory’ according to which complex, untexted instrumental. . . music ought to occupy
the leading. . . position in Soviet music”.7 In January 1948, Zhdanov declared that composers should recognize ”the traditions of the Russian
musical school. . . the deep. . . connection with the people and their legacy of music and folk song”.8 The following month, the Central Committee accused Shostakovich, Prokoﬁev, Khachaturian and others of formalism. Khrennikov, president of the Composers Union, went even further
by attacking foreign composers, including Hindemith, Berg, Britten, and
Messiaen, for their compositional indiscretions.9

Introducing the desired ideology
In Poland, composers’ conversations after the war were related both to the
interwar debates and the Soviet-led push for socialist realism. The con4
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cepts of accessibility and social responsibility were clearly on their minds.
In late August 1945, at the ﬁrst postwar conference of Polish composers,
discussion points included the ideological character of the future union,
compositional freedom, and music for the masses.10 In an article about the
conference, Stanisław Wiechowicz oﬀered a moderate viewpoint, stating
his desire to maintain compositional freedom while providing ”the best
performance[s] of the ﬁnest music to the broad masses”.11 In contrast, Witold Rudziński stated that ”a contemporary composer. . . wants to sacriﬁce
many of his own personal desires. . . to coordinate his work with the liveliest needs of reborn. . . Polish culture”.12 Rudziński, who would become a
proponent of socialist realism, worked for the Ministry of Culture and Art
from 1947–1948 and was the Composers Union president from 1950–1951.
In 1946, compositional freedom was still oﬃcially accepted, but some
composers and cultural oﬃcials spoke in terms related to socio-political
aspirations. For example, Sokorski, a member of the Polish Workers’ Party
(PPR)–then the name of Poland’s Communist-aligned party–spoke at that
year’s Composers Union convention about overcoming class prejudices in
composition.13
Anne Applebaum has argued in her book Iron Curtain, The Crushing
of Eastern Europe 1944-1956 that Soviet domination of Eastern Europe was
a foregone conclusion following the end of World War II. Although an appearance of multi-party governing and freedom of activities initially existed, Soviets never intended this to be an ongoing state of aﬀairs. Sokorski’s 1946 speech to composers formed, I believe, one of the initial steps
taken by Communist oﬃcials to convince musical artists to accept a Sovietstyle system.
In January 1947, parliamentary elections in Poland were won via fraudulent means by a bloc dominated by the same Polish Workers’ Party. This
was eﬀectively the beginning of Communist control in Poland, long before
the oﬃcial creation of the Polish United Workers Party in December 1948.14
The debate about acceptable compositional practices heated up. Stefan Ki10
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sielewski had asserted in December 1946 that ”a composition isn’t national. . . because it contains quotes from folklore.”15 He continued to promote
the need for artistic excellence and an awareness of diverse musical styles
in subsequent years. (Following the 1949 Łagów conference, Kisielewski
was relieved of his position at Kraków’s Higher School of Music due to
his purportedly formalist views.)16 Promoting a diﬀerent outlook later in
1947, in a Ruch Muzyczny issue devoted to Soviet music, was Zoﬁa Lissa,
a musicologist who served as the cultural attaché for the Polish embassy
in Moscow from 1945 to 1947 and as a vice-director in the Polish Ministry of Culture and Art from 1947 to 1948. For her, composers in capitalist
countries, who allegedly did not care about their nation’s musical culture,
wrote music that only educated listeners could appreciate. In contrast, Soviet composers refrained from ”ultramodern, extremely innovative stylistic trends” and drew inspiration from folk music.17 Lissa’s musical knowledge and her connections to high-level cultural oﬃcials gave her a leading
role in the battle (to use a socialist realist term) to convince composers of
the proper direction for Polish music.18
At the Composers Union’s annual meeting in October 1947, ideological conversations turned more deﬁnitively to composers’ social responsibilities, including the need to provide music for workers and the military.
However, most members ignored these issues, preferring to discuss how to
improve their daily musical life.19 The same year, musicologists were invited to participate; they would be oﬃcially accepted into the union in 1948.
Thus the membership in Poland’s union would mirror that of the Soviet
Composers Union. Musicologists were given the task of guiding compo15
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sers in ”acquiring new artistic forms. . . for new listeners [and] diagnosing
the cause of the crisis in contemporary music.”20
The public declaration of socialist realism in the Polish arts came a few
weeks later, in a speech given by the country’s president, Bolesław Bierut,
at the opening of the Wrocław radio station. To quote,
The responsibility of a creator. . . is to feel the pulse of the working people, their desires and needs, to draw inspiration. . . from
their emotions and experiences. . . [A creator’s]. . . goal should be
to. . . ennoble the mass’s level of living. An artistic work separated
from this goal, art for art’s sake, comes from asocial motives.

Ominously, he also said ”the nation must shape its creators’ culture
by recognizing or rejecting their products.”21 The stage for a full-scale implementation of socialist realism in the arts was now set and, indeed, had
been prepared in advance. It was still more than a year and a half before
the Łagów conference began.

Education, or how composition should reﬂect socialist realism
The question now was how to put ideology into practice. At Prague’s International Congress of Composers and Critics in 1948, composers were
directed to link their work to their own country’s culture, express the
emotions of the masses, and write vocal music.22 The Polish Composers
Union’s oﬃcial statement from that year’s annual conference aﬃrmed that
a composer’s task was to produce works understandable by new listeners.
Elitism in music was declared obsolete, although paradoxically, the newest
achievements in compositional technique need not be avoided.23 Institutions such as the Ministry of Culture and Art, working through their sympathizers in the union, which now included ﬁfteen musicologists, had succeeded in inserting their ideology into its public declarations. The question
of whether individual composers were similarly persuaded seems to have
been partly answered by the decision of nearly half of them to avoid attending their own convention.24 Moreover, composers were already experiencing pressure from cultural authorities. Lutosławski had complained in the
20
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summer of 1948 that Sokorski, by then the Vice-Minister of the Ministry
of Culture and Art, had reminded him that he did not write music for the
masses and that his First Symphony could not be performed in Poland. Although it was heard again in October 1949, several members of the Soviet
delegation to the International Chopin Piano Competition characterized it
as formalist; it then disappeared from the Polish repertoire until 1959.25
The musical genre most favored by proponents of socialist realism
was the mass song. Following two retreats held to discuss appropriate
texts, in 1948 Polish Radio and the Ministry of Culture and Art organized a competition for such songs, which were to be simple and preferably based on Polish folk themes or written in the style of Polish patriotic or military songs.26 Of 408 songs reportedly submitted, only 68 passed
the ﬁrst round of elimination. The remaining were dismissed because
they ”were harmonically complicated, hinted of jazz or were sentimental
waltzes, naive mazurkas, [or] primitive marches, [or had] no honest musical idea.”27 The search for ideologically pure music was thus put into
practice.
In 1949, prior to the start of the Łagów conference, Polish compositions
were already being critiqued for their adherence to realist principles. For
example, Roman Palester’s Little Serenade was criticized for its virtuosic
technical means, in part due to listeners’ negative reactions.28 In June, critic
Jerzy Kuryluk lambasted Lutosławski’s Symphonic Variations, which bear
the inﬂuences of Szymanowski and Stravinsky, by describing the work as a
”chaos of sounds” while hinting that the composer wrote formalist music.
At the same time, he praised Grażyna Bacewicz’s folk-tinged Third Vio-
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lin Concerto (1948) as music for the masses.29 Musicologist Józef Chomiński praised Bolesław Woytowicz’s Twelve Etudes for piano as an example
of how to avoid formalism.30 (More than a year later, however, Rudziński
claimed these same etudes were formalist.)31
Although critics had begun to use the prescribed ideological terms, little concrete advice on appropriate musical style had been provided. The
deﬁnitions of formalism and realism, especially the latter, were still murky.
Clarifying these issues was to be among the tasks of the Łagów composers’
conference. For writers, artists, and dramaturgists, similar events had already been held in Szczecin, Nieborów and Obory, respectively. Composers could not have been surprised to receive their invitations to Łagów.
This event was attended by approximately twenty-ﬁve composers, musicologists, and cultural oﬃcials, including representatives of all generations. Among the most prominent absentees was Andrzej Panufnik, who
was arguably Poland’s best composer. Kisielewski was also not in attendance, but neither were about a dozen other composers active at that time.32
Included on the agenda was a single prepared speech, to be given by Zygmunt Mycielski, the president of the Composers Union. However, the debates were dominated by Lissa and Sokorski, who apparently had speeches
ready in their pockets.
According to Mycielski, music history was a series of constantly shifting compositional styles occurring in a natural progression of events. Such
an historical viewpoint did not explain current events, however, for now art
had to be created for an entire nation. Mycielski also stated, for the record,
that the Composers Union now accepted realism and rejected formalism,
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with the caveat that a work could not be deemed formalist after only one
hearing. This last wish was not always put into practice.33
Sokorski signaled almost immediately that this event would be a
continuation of previous discussions, for he referred to the lack of progress made towards ”the speciﬁed creative path” since the 1948 Composers
Union convention.34 As he had said on other occasions, realism in music
could not be precisely deﬁned; his intent at Łagów was to approach but
not formulate such deﬁnitions.35 He encouraged composers to ﬁnd an acceptable means for emotional expression in their music, which should be
universally understood. He also cautioned against ”a mistaken crackdown
on formalism,” yet within a few minutes he characterized many of Palester’s compositions as bearing ”traits of insurmountable formalism.”36
Lissa disagreed with Sokorski’s approach, saying his generally psychological discussion would not lead to an eﬀective solution for composers.37
She rejected as decadent all technical innovations developed from 1914 to
1939, including neo-classicism, atonality, and anything that lacked melody.
Instrumental music reﬂected a tendency toward formalism. New compositions should unite Poland’s musical heritage with a new language that
reﬂected the current social era. Appropriating folk music was desired, as
were vocal works.38
Although Lissa’s comments seemed to provide a somewhat practical
deﬁnition of realism in music, Sokorski’s response indicated otherwise:
”Lissa’s thoughts [are] not . . . a group of established theses but [form] discussion material.”39 Those present must have realized at that point that
there was opportunity for future disagreement or, at the very least, ﬂexibility, if even avid members of the Polish United Workers Party, as both
Sokorski and Lissa were, did not have a party line when it came to musical
33
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composition. Chomiński contributed to this lack of consensus by declaring
later that
the content of purely instrumental music is almost an unresolved
issue. We know that its themes should be linked to reality. . . but we
cannot say on what that link should be based.40

Many of the composers present resisted the views expressed by Lissa,
Sokorski and Chomiński, although the degree of their stated dissatisfaction varied. Some speakers were perhaps hedging their bets by not expressing unconditional support for either side of the ideological debate. Piotr
Perkowski said that ”the matter of formalism and realism is simply a political issue,”41 but seemed to admit that formalists were indiﬀerent to the
new reality. According to Woytowicz and Kazimierz Sikorski, a musical
composition was incapable of reﬂecting any viewpoint about current social problems.42 Sikorski warned that applying the Soviet concept of formalism would require musicians to ignore the past ﬁfty years of compositional development. Woytowicz, whose own music was often agreeable to
advocates of socialist realism, noted that various musical styles were needed to satisfy the needs of all listeners. He defended a composer’s right to
experiment, but at the same time asserted that composers were obligated
to search for a musical language that was comprehensible to audiences.
He complicated the picture, however, by urging that the musical literacy
of potential audiences be improved as well as by claiming that some works
considered formalist could, in fact, be understood by many. Both Sikorski
and Woytowicz asked for, but did not receive a more precise elaboration
of the acceptable attributes of a realist composition.43
Despite a lack of agreement on the characteristics of formalism and,
especially, realism in music, the conference agenda moved to performances
and critiques of speciﬁc compositions, listed in Table 1. Surely, after that,
composers would be able to appreciate the diﬀerences between realist and
formalist compositions. All or part of each work was heard live or on tape.
These performance-discussions were among the ﬁrst so-called przesłuchania in Poland that vetted compositions for ideological purposes. The con40
41
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cept for these examinations, or auditions, came from the Soviet Union,
where similar events had occurred since at least the late 1930s. At Łagów,
the plan was to measure each piece for its adherence to socialist realism,
with composers expected to participate in critiquing or praising their colleagues.44
One of the most striking aspects of these auditions was the relative paucity of time spent discussing the songs presented at the second concert.
Given the oft-stated desire for vocal music as an emblem of the socialist
era, it is puzzling that neither Sokorski nor Lissa chose to showcase the
advantages of such works, even if only those by Klon and Gradstein ﬁt
neatly into the category of mass song.45 That most composers declined to
critique these pieces likely reﬂected their disinterest in the government’s
call for socially useful songs.
Despite the supposed disdain for instrumental music among promoters of socialist realism, orchestral music dominated these concerts. Perhaps
the organizers wished to emphasize the failings of such compositions. In
fact, the Ministry of Culture and Art had purposely planned to include
pieces that represented both formalist and realist approaches. Moreover,
the presence in Łagów of the Poznań Philharmonic, which performed most
of the works presented, may have been too advantageous to ignore.46 As
seen in Table 1, four of the nine orchestral works presented were characterized as formalist by Sokorski. Most composers disagreed with his depictions, however, not only declining to criticize their colleagues, but also
choosing either to praise the work or merely to suggest improvements in
speciﬁc details.
Sokorski’s condemnation of Turski’s Olympic Symphony and Panufnik’s
Nocturne as formalist has been mentioned frequently by other commentators and, indeed, Turski’s work dominated the proceedings, for it was
repeatedly brought up even during discussions of subsequent works. Recipient of ﬁrst prize at the 1948 Olympic Arts Competition in London, the
symphony had been broadcast previously on Polish Radio (most likely this
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Richard Taruskin, Oxford History of Western Music, vol. 4, Oxford 2005, p. 778; Konferencja kompozytorów, p. 12.
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The Presidium of the Composers Union compiled a list of works for the conference,
most of which were performed. AAN (Archiwum Akt Nowych) 366/1–728, Sprawozdanie Departamentu Twórczości Artystycznej za III Kwartał 1949 rok, 5; ZKP,
Akt 12/28, Protokół z posiedzenia Prezydium Zarządu Gł. ZKP w dnia 29 czerwca
1949 r.; http://www.jemiolow.net/wycieczka_nr8_do_lagowa_,47.html, retrieved
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was the premiere performance in London led by Grzegorz Fitelberg on
18 September 1948). In Łagów, Sokorski berated it as a work whose ”content. . . does not agree with the spirit of our times. . . A work that scares and
disorients the listener.”47 Lissa claimed it did not mobilize man — in other
words, it did not end on a victorious note. Most composers disagreed with
these assessments and instead praised the work for its emotional weight
and reﬂection of wartime experiences. Perkowski, for example, followed
Sokorski’s comments by stating that ”we should remember past evil in order to be able to build a new better life. Therefore the performance of this
symphony cannot be a mistake.”48
Panufnik’s Nocturne, which had won ﬁrst prize at the 1947 Szymanowski Competition, had been performed at home and abroad. As the only stylistically adventurous composition presented in Łagów, its lack of emphasis on melody and its predominantly non-triadic harmonies undoubtedly
aroused suspicion for advocates of socialist realism. Although Sokorski’s
comments on this work were brief but pointed, Panufnik’s peers openly
contradicted his rebuke, saying Nocturne was ”understandable by everyone” and would enjoy future success.49
Comparing the scores of the Łagów pieces to the critiques dispensed
there only invites continued confusion about what formalism and realism
really meant when applied to composition. Composers at the time must
have been similarly perplexed. The least complicated of the works were
those by Sikorski and Tadeusz Baird. Written when he was only twentyone, Baird’s Sinfonietta, which boasts clear construction and uncomplicated
melodies, appealed to proponents of socialist realism in music. In fact, the
only people who commented on the work, albeit brieﬂy, were Sokorski and
Jan Maklakiewicz, both of whom supported that musical path.50
No consensus was reached concerning the simplest piece, Sikorski’s
Overture for Small Orchestra. Although not considered a formalist work, it
still resisted straightforward categorization within a socialist realist framework. According to the composer, the piece was intended for performance
by amateur ensembles, but Lissa said it was too diﬃcult for such groups.
Sokorski, however, thought it was ”useful for the dissemination of music.”
Sikorski’s fellow composers held varied opinions: the piece was easy and
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www.olimpijski.pl/Media/files/pdf/Symf_Olimp_ksiazeczka.pdf,
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accessible (Perkowski), too easy (Klon), or less accessible due to its hackneyed themes (Woytowicz).51 These diﬀerences of perception can be attributed in part to the innately individual experience that is listening to
music. However, the reliance of socialist realist advocates on such nonspeciﬁc terms as ”accessible” hindered their attempts to impose pragmatic
boundaries between formalism and realism.
The remaining orchestral compositions heard at Łagów can be described brieﬂy as more thickly textured, with varying degrees of chromatic harmonies and classical-romantic formal constructions. The comments
about Mycielski’s Silesian Overture, which stylistically occupies a middle
ground between the works of Baird and Turski, also yielded a variety of
opinions. Sokorski claimed ”he was lost in the melodic ideas of the second movement. . . [yet]. . . it was compact and suggestive emotionally.” Although Sokorski also said that in Perkowski’s formalist (and rhapsodic)
Violin Concerto, the melody disintegrated, the melodic issues in Mycielski’s work did not merit a similar ideological censure. What was melody
supposed to look like, one wonders. According to Woytowicz, Mycielski’s piece was the most accessible work on the ﬁrst concert. Andrzej Klon
initially said it was ”representative of good music,” but ultimately deemed
it formalist only because it was too diﬃcult for amateurs.52 Fortunately,
his pronouncement did not carry the same weight of oﬃcial censure as
Sokorski’s did. Panufnik’s Nocturne disappeared from the repertoire until
May 1954; Turski’s Olympic Symphony, Perkowski’s Violin Concerto, and Malawski’s Symphonic Variations were apparently not programmed in Poland
for at least the remainder of the ﬁrst post-war decade. However, even Sikorski’s less problematic Overture for Small Orchestra was performed infrequently, if at all, making the interpretation of concert programs for their
political astuteness a questionable endeavor, and one that requires keen
awareness of the ideological rigors of the moment.53
Given the dismay and bewilderment that composers probably felt at
the conclusion of this conference, was there anything positive that could
be taken from it? No conclusions had been reached regarding an ap51
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proved musical style or styles. While rhetoric about formalism and realism abounded, even after lengthy discussions about speciﬁc compositions,
nothing translated coherently to the problem of actually composing a piece
of music. Although Sokorski tended to label compositions he did not like
or understand as formalist, he did not do so for all of the more complicated
works. For example, Bacewicz’s Third Violin Concerto was neither praised
nor rebuked.54 Folk music was barely mentioned in discussions about speciﬁc pieces, although it was supposed to be an important aspect of realist
music. Even the simpler compositions were not enthusiastically praised by
those in oﬃcial positions.

Composers’ reactions to the new reality
The multiplicity of opinions voiced throughout the conference, expressed
without redress from oﬃcials present, provided composers with an opening for future action.55 They could perhaps foresee that they would be allowed to disagree with government oﬃcials, if not publicly, then behind
closed doors. They could also expect continued inconsistencies of interpretation by those having the power or responsibility to review compositions
for possible public performance. What then, could composers do, other
than either write simple music, which might still be criticized, or continue
carefully along their own path, staying wary of current trends and decisions made by cultural authorities.
Although space does not permit a thorough vetting of Polish music
and musical life between 1949 and 1955, several events can be highlighted in order to demonstrate how and why various composers dealt with
authorities’ continued demands for a new musical language. The lessons
learned from the Łagów conference likely helped some composers to cope
with the shifting terrain of Polish musical life during those years, including
its psychological and economic pressures.
Certainly oﬃcial criticism continued, as did ideological discussions
similar to those of previous years. At the 1950 Composers Union’s conference, Rudziński falsely claimed that commissions were not being given for
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realist compositions.56 Sokorski remarked at the same meeting that ”we
have many talented composers. . . however. . . some strange atmosphere of
opposition reigns. We see composers withdrawing from the position that
they held in Łagów.”57 By late 1951, following the months-long Festival
of Polish Music, Sokorski still wondered why music had yet to reﬂect the
expected vibrancy of socialist art.58 As late as 1953, Zoﬁa Lissa referred
to impressionistic qualities in Bacewicz’s Third Violin Concerto when she
admitted that theorists had not adequately clariﬁed which traditions of
Polish music were ”progressive” and which were false and unnecessary.
She pointed out that composers should reach for musical traditions prior
to the impressionist era.59
Although all Polish composers wrote works identiﬁable as conforming
to some perceived principles of socialist realism, they did not fall into line
as much as cultural oﬃcials had hoped. Many were displeased with the
state of cultural aﬀairs in Poland. To determine the extent of their cooperation or dissent, we should consider the personal circumstances of each
composer, for contrary to what Tompkins has said, not everyone was willing to cooperate with the desires of the authorities.60
For various reasons, some composers did feel compelled to compose
works desired by authorities. For example, as Thomas has noted, ﬁnancial
and health concerns were cited by Mycielski and Gradstein in their request
for grants connected with the 1951 Festival of Polish Music. For the same
event, Apolinary Szeluto was willing to compose songs in praise of Stalin,
hoping that his son would then be permitted to leave the Soviet Union.61
According to Gwizdalanka, Tadeusz Szeligowski was “inspired” to compose his opera The Scholar’s Revolt due to a threat of arrest by the security
services (UB) for his interwar political views. As part of a deal to get his
father released from prison, Baird was apparently pressured to write three
compositions, including two cantatas (Ballad of a Soldier’s Cup and Song of
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Revolution) and a mass song (At a Warsaw Rally). If true, Baird’s interest in
a simpliﬁed musical language, ﬁrst expressed at Łagów, did not prevent
authorities from manipulating his personal concerns to their advantage.62
Other composers chose to leave Poland in search of less restrictive situations. Nearly all of Panufnik’s compositions written between 1949 and
1954, the year of his escape to Great Britain, incorporated Polish folk songs
or were arrangements of early music, which on the surface points to his
ﬁdelity to the socialist realist cause. He was, we know, forced to give
speeches and travel abroad on behalf of the government. Most scholars
agree that he left Poland so that he could compose more freely, without
these extraneous duties.63 Palester, wary of the changes that had been occurring in his native country since 1947, eventually declined oﬀers of employment and performances that were contingent on his return to Poland
from France.64
Bacewicz, on the other hand, continued her successful career as a
violinist and composer. As she told her brother, Polish composers did not
compose just mass songs, for she received commissions for quartets, symphonies, concertos, and pedagogical works.65 The latter had been a part of
her oeuvre even before the Łagów conference, but they also satisﬁed the
government’s current expectation for realist works, as did the folk-inspired
elements in some of her compositions. She wrote at least one mass song, set
to Wygodzki’s Song of Unity (Pieśń jedności), this in November 1948 (that is,
before Łagów) for a competition celebrating the ”United Workers Party”.66
Others also straddled the fence. For example, Tadeusz Machl continued
to write organ concertos, but composed a cantata for youth (Kantata mło62
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dzieżowa). Kazimierz Serocki composed cantatas and songs, but ﬂirted with
the undesirable idioms of jazz and twelve-tone structures in his 1952 Suite
of Preludes. Lutosławski wrote several mass songs, some of them after being
warned of potential repercussions if he avoided the task. Nevertheless, at
the 1950 Composers Union convention, when Sokorski placed Lutosławski’s name on the list of speakers, the composer refused to cooperate. In
1952, he refused to compose music to a ﬁlm about General Świerczewski,
a Pole who fought with the Soviets during World War II. Both Serocki and
Lutosławski were among composers who attempted to avoid overt references to socialist realist idolatry when selecting song texts.67
Symphonies, quartets, and other instrumental genres were indeed
commissioned and scheduled for concert performances and broadcasts on
government-controlled Polish Radio, even if they lacked references to folk
music. They were also important components of the 1951 and 1955 Festivals of Polish Music.68 Moreover, although many composers composed at
least a few mass songs, the vast majority were written by only a few composers, notably Alfred Gradstein, Edward Olearczyk, Tadeusz Sygietyński,
and Władysław Szpilman, all of whom favored the socialist realist paradigm more so than Lutosławski, Bacewicz, and others. Bolesław Szabelski,
Artur Malawski, and Mycielski wrote no mass songs, to my knowledge.
The aforementioned reluctance of Łagów participants to critique songs
was thus repeated through their unwillingness to revel in the very type
of music preferred by cultural oﬃcials.
Composers’ distaste for criticizing their colleagues also characterized
the przesłuchania that took place somewhat regularly beginning in September 1950. Intended at least initially for all new works, these auditions were
to allow composers to determine if their compositions could be ”understood by the public and [formed] a bond with the people”. Attendees usually preferred to critique a work’s musical details rather than assess its
success as a reﬂection of contemporary reality. Many composers displayed
their lack of interest or, perhaps, their refusal to support oﬃcial ideology
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by simply not attending. Even the union’s leadership often failed to appear
at the auditions their own organization had scheduled.69
Inside the Composers Union, unanimity did not reign. Mycielski, the
union’s president at the time of the Łagów conference, refused to accept
a second term in oﬃce in 1950, saying that he could not follow the Party
line. Rudziński took over, but was forced to resign in 1951 after complaints
from the union’s membership related to his aggressive criticism of composers’ eﬀorts.70
Despite the government’s attempt via competitions, commissions, and
auditions to direct the compositional output of composers, its oﬃcials were
never able to achieve their desired level of success. The Łagów conference,
part of a stream of ideological rhetoric and criticism of compositions that
persisted for the better part of the ﬁrst postwar decade, ultimately revealed
a way in which to maneuver within a restrictive system that, by and large,
was the product of a top-down approach to cultural policy.
Although the conference’s organizers may have believed that their nonconfrontational attitude would help persuade artists of the veracity of their
philosophy, many composers instead recognized the loopholes they created. Since no one could agree on what socialist realism in music meant,
composers could take advantage of the resulting atmosphere of ambiguity. While those who remained in Poland composed mass songs, cantatas
and pedagogical works to satisfy authorities, some also pursued ideologically questionable initiatives in composition and their daily lives. Their
endeavors to retain a sense of independence, even if some degree of accommodation also was necessary, proved to be an invaluable asset as they
continued to operate within a Communist-led society.
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Concert 1:
K. Sikorski, Overture for Small Orchestra

Z. Mycielski, Silesian Overture

Z. Turski, Symphony No. 2 (“Olympic”), movements 2 and 3

Concert 2:
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Comments by Łagów Participants
Lissa: banal, too diﬃcult for club ensembles; Sokorski: useful for dissemination purposes; composers: (too)
easy, hackneyed themes
Klon: formalist, too complicated; Sokorski: lost in melodic ideas of 2nd
movement but suggestive emotionally; others: accessible, new content in
new language
Sokorski, Klon: formalist, doesn’t
agree with spirit of times; Lissa –
does not mobilize man, tragic emotions were not overcome at end;
most composers: a good piece, has
emotional weight, is not formalist,
captures tragedy of war
Comments by Łagów Participants

A. Klon, Po zwycięstwie; Pieśń młodzieży robotniczej; Zosia-Samosia
J. Sokorski, Warkocz
A. Gradstein, Od Różana trakt; Po zielonym moście; Children’s Songs
T. Szeligowski, Zielona brzózko
W. Lutosławski, Folk Melodies for piano (8 of 12 pieces were performed)
W. Lutosławski, 6 Children’s Songs
A. Malawski, Miniatures for piano (2 of
5 were performed)
Kulczycki, Ziółkam ja zasiała
J. Sokorski, Żagiel; O moja mamusiu; W
Hiszpanii
Concert 3:
A. Panufnik, Nocturne

P. Perkowski, Violin Concerto, movements 2 and 3

Mycielski: yesterday’s language but
original results, trivial modulations
Maklakiewicz: monstrous melodies
Maklakiewicz: realist; Woytowicz:
high artistry, accessible

Comments by Łagów Participants
Sokorski: formalist expressive means;
composers: diﬃcult, understandable,
has good future
Sokorski: formalist, melody disintegrates; composers: lack of balance,
youthful freshness
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J. Ekier, Piano Concerto, movement 1

Concert 4:
A. Malawski, Symphonic Variations
T. Baird, Sinfonietta, movements 1 and
3

Sokorski: direct, with realistic emotion; composers: accessible, too much
orchestral sound
Comments by Łagów Participants
Sokorski: formalist framing of musical events
Maklakiewicz: Baird was born as a
composer in Łagów; Sokorski: freshness and simplicity

G. Bacewicz, Violin Concerto No. 3,
movements 1 and 2
A. Gradstein, Pozytywka; Mazurka;
Prelude

Table 1: Compositions Auditioned at the Łagów Composers’ Conference
1949

Summary
One of the pivotal events of the ﬁrst post-World War II decade in Polish musical life was the 1949 Łagów conference, a four-day
meeting of composers, musicologists, and cultural oﬃcials. Frequently portrayed as the occasion when authorities imposed the tenets of
socialist realism on music and denounced so-called formalist compositional traits, scholars have recently begun to reﬁne this admittedly inadequate assessment. I argue in this paper that the colloquium failed to meet the organizers’ goal of clarifying the creative path
towards realism in Polish music, despite their own assessments to
the contrary, and that this conference, part of a stream of ideological rhetoric and criticism of compositions that persisted for the better
part of the ﬁrst postwar decade, ultimately revealed a way in which
to maneuver within a restrictive system.
Keywords: socialist realism, ideology and music, Polish Composers’
Union , Łagów Lubuski
Słowa kluczowe: realizm socjalistyczny, ideologia, Związek Kompozytorów Polskich, Łagów Lubuski

